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Today’s media companies—and those in a host  
of other industries—are grappling with growing  
content volumes, multiplying formats and evolving  
revenue models. New delivery channels—and  
their associated revenue opportunities—are also 
proliferating. Organizations will need to manage 
digital assets more efficiently and effectively or face 
competitive disadvantage. BearingPoint calls this 
new enterprise-focused, rights-integrated approach 
digital asset management (DAM). This white paper 
weighs caution about DAM against the expected 
benefits, examines effective DAM implementations, 
and reviews success factors and traps to avoid.



Introduction: Digital content chaos
Today’s media companies—and those in a host of other industries—are grappling with 

growing content volumes, multiplying formats and evolving revenue models. These 

changes bring promises of easier monetization, but they can add significant complexity.

New delivery channels—and their associated revenue opportunities—are also proliferating. 

Reuse of content, once prohibitively expensive, is now more affordable. According to Gartner, 

the long tail economics for digital content will prove viable1 for companies that remove the 

barriers to content reuse and that leverage a multichannel approach that includes mobile, 

broadband and other channels. 

As media and release windows shrink from years to months to weeks, organizations will need 

to manage digital assets more efficiently and effectively—video, audio, Adobe® Flash®, 

photos, graphics, enriched text, branding and advertising materials—or face competitive 

disadvantage. Careful, informed choices about digital assets based on both financial and 

legal considerations will need to be made. To remain successful, organizations will need  

to find, format and distribute their content quickly.

To accomplish this, BearingPoint recommends that organizations:

• Manage digital assets at the enterprise level to promote increased reuse and  

monetization of those assets.

• Incorporate business rights management (BRM) functionality to enhance the  

effectiveness of asset management. 

• Take a process-led approach to launching such initiatives. 

BearingPoint calls this new enterprise-focused, rights-integrated approach digital asset 

management (DAM). This white paper weighs caution about DAM against the expected 

benefits, examines effective DAM implementations, and reviews performance factors and 

traps to avoid.

DAM versus MAM: What is the difference? 
At least initially, the diverse group of executives who face the operational, technological 

and financial challenges of managing rich media assets are eyeing DAM warily. Some are 

left scratching their heads over the new approach, not surprising given the confusion about 

terminology and the fact that DAM has traditionally been lumped with enterprise content 

management, which is all about flat files.

More specifically, executives may be puzzled about how DAM differs from media asset 

management (MAM), also known as rich asset management (RAM). While MAM enables 

users to store, organize and, in some cases, transform the format of media content files, 

unlike DAM, it ignores business rights. 

In addition, MAM has been implemented primarily at the departmental or work group  

level to facilitate creative collaboration and manage version control. Multiple, siloed  

MAM solutions can allow reusable assets to languish, leading to costly new creative  

effort when suitable content already exists and lengthening production cycles.

1Venecia K. Liu, Dataquest Insight: Media Industry Primer, Gartner, April 17, 2007.
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Standalone MAM also ignores the monetary and legal aspects of these assets—the rights 

and royalties. These missing pieces have meant both greater legal risk and missed revenue 

opportunities. Even those MAM solutions that have incorporated digital rights management 

(DRM) technologies, which enforce copy protection for digital content assets, leave the “usage 

rights” tasks—securing, recording, analyzing and managing compensation—largely undone.

The business benefits of DAM
Confusion aside, consensus is growing among media executives that simply possessing 

content is no longer enough. Organizations must be able to use that content to generate 

revenues. New and traditional media companies are experimenting with different business 

models—including subscription, on-demand and advertising-based—to do this. By focusing 

on an end-to-end DAM solution, BearingPoint believes organizations can achieve even more 

compelling advantages. The benefits are multiple:

Digital assets can be monetized. Business units and workers can more quickly and easily 

identify saleable content for multiple distribution channels, both existing and emerging; 

content that otherwise might languish can be reused, delivering significant return on 

investment (ROI). One BearingPoint client, planning to “mine” 2 million hours of existing 

video, anticipates identifying roughly 400,000 hours of content it can repurpose for 

additional revenue generation. 

Cycle time is shortened. Workers are able to produce, locate and reuse rich content in less 

time, with less effort, employing search, transcoding, editing and distribution automation. 

A reduction in misplaced content complements these improvements. In addition, integrated 

BRM capabilities help workers negotiate rights, obtain rights clearances, track usage and 

initiate residuals through integration with enterprise resource planning (ERP) solutions,  

all with greater speed and confidence—and at a lower cost. 

Brand consistency is maintained. Organizations get additional control over their brands, and 

marketing costs are trimmed. Marketing content and other brand assets must also migrate 

to new formats and channels. For large enterprises, creating, managing and leveraging these 

assets, including those used in corporate communications, involves significant cost and delay.

Financial and legal risks are reduced. Organizations can quickly grasp new channel opportu- 

nities with fewer concerns about rights infringement. And, because royalty payments to talent 

can be automated, there’s less chance of a missed payment (and any related legal action). 

Compliance becomes manageable. Logging and other audit trail processes are crystallized. 

Solutions assembled to facilitate well-defined business processes enhance compliance with 

Sarbanes-Oxley and other regulations.

Technology issues: Why does enterprise DAM fit so well?
The issues for technology units—not unlike those in other industries—include ROI improve-

ment and cost containment. Despite this, media and entertainment companies will make 

more than $14 billion in IT investments in 2007 alone.2 Because they will want to maximize 

the return on those investments, and because new content distribution models will require 

more efficient back-office operations, efforts to counteract the constraint of siloed DAM 

implementations now have growing appeal.

2Ibid.
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DAM implementation: What you need to know
Understanding requirements and implementing technology at the enterprise level 

can be challenging. But in DAM’s case, the rewards can be realized with relative 

rapidity—and will far outweigh the costs—if you follow a process-led approach  

to implementation. Use these principles to implement DAM more effectively in  

your organization.

Managing rich media is different. In order to better monetize digital assets—and 

analog content that can be migrated to digital format—companies will need to 

understand the unique requirements for managing and leveraging rich media 

formats. Consider the impact of multiple distribution channels: Personal media 

players and broadcast networks each have unique format requirements. Additionally, 

content that will be delivered in real time has different storage requirements than 

media destined for on-demand or time-shifted playback. These and other require-

ments differ significantly from those of documents and other flat files.

Metadata is critical. Without collecting and sharing the right metadata—descriptive 

information about the content—programming and production staff may not know 

what content is available. This can result in lower reuse, a failure to repurpose assets 

for added revenues in new channels and added time to market. In an increasingly 

collaborative market, the inability to share metadata efficiently with service 

providers and partners may aggravate these problems and further increase costs.

Integration of business rights management is imperative. Business rights manage-

ment (BRM) functionality lets content creators (and those involved with repurposing 

it) know what can legally be done with content and helps them gauge the associated 

financial consequences. Simplified and automated royalty payments and billings are 

icing on the cake.

A process-led approach is best. DAM technologies best deliver on their promise when 

they promote and facilitate enterprisewide content sharing and reuse, which can 

only follow significant agreement among content producers, editors, distributors and 

consumers on a number of fronts: metadata, process and workflow, storage formats, 

access and security, and dozens more. 

A requirements definition and design approach based on business processes—and 

guided by tested implementation processes—is a cost-effective, expeditious way to 

achieve these agreements and build a solution that will deliver the desired return  

on investment.

One BearingPoint client, planning to “mine” 2 million hours of 

existing video, anticipates identifying roughly 400,000 hours of 

content it can repurpose for additional revenue generation. 
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Efforts that further boost revenue have even more appeal. DAM that capitalizes on 

established, maturing technical components performs well against traditional and 

emerging IT criteria, including:

• Architectural fit. Many global, media-intensive organizations have already embarked 

upon a service-oriented architecture (SOA) path for its demonstrated agility as well as  

its strategic and cost-containment advantages. Because a well-crafted DAM relies on  

an SOA, the initial infrastructure is frequently there to be leveraged.

• Ease of integration. Organizations have an array of tested solutions from which to 

choose. Most are based on Web services, and the others provide application program-

ming interfaces (APIs) based on XML.3 This allows easy linkage with production systems, 

financial and ERP solutions, as well as outsourced content transcoding and format 

manipulation functions.

• Scalability. Modern, commercially available MAM and BRM solutions—cornerstones of 

DAM—are based on open technologies that tend to scale efficiently, which may or may 

not be the case with existing departmental MAM solutions. One recent DAM implemen-

tation in Latin America, for example, is capable of managing more than 50,000 hours of 

media content—and more than 20,000 hours of post-production processing—per year.

In addition, implementing DAM helps companies draw more value from a host of IT investments: 

database management systems, ERP solutions (notably, financial, procurement and distri- 

bution modules), content production systems and traffic management solutions. Investments 

in content storage media are further leveraged because the content itself sees more reuse.

3Frost & Sullivan, An Introduction to the World Digital Asset Management Market, June 2007.

The most successful DAM implementations 

leverage an array of already refined tools, 

including requirements templates and 

questionnaires, multilevel business 

process models, and metadata models. 

These initiatives deliver higher, faster ROI. 

Some suggested tools for use in any DAM 

implementation effort, gleaned from 

BearingPoint’s DAM practice, include:

• Implementation methodology and 
planning templates. As with most 

specialized areas, DAM initiatives must 

incorporate unique tasks, contingencies 

and issues that are specific to rights-

managed rich media assets. 

• Assessment questionnaires. Because 

active executive sponsorship is so 

important in DAM initiatives, assess-

ment questionnaires can serve double 

duty: engage and enroll executives who 

participate in their completion and help 

identify and prioritize requirements. 

• Industry-standard metadata base. 
Leveraging tested technologies and 

facilitating collaboration and content 

sharing both depend on the use of 

widely accepted metadata models.

• Reusable business rules base. The 

workflow aspects of DAM—notably 

those related to business rights 

management—operate on reasonably 

well-understood business rules. Requisite 

analysis and rules specification will go 

faster with a “starter set.”

• Contract templates. In DAM implemen-

tations, rights and royalties are codified 

and recorded within the BRM portion of 

the solution. These templates facilitate 

the definition and help organizations 

avoid costly oversights and omissions.

• Metrics templates. Measuring DAM  

ROI and other success indicators can  

be complex, but they can also be 

efficiently automated and tracked  

once understood. 

Tools for process-led DAM implementations
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DAM solution elements
Well-crafted DAM solutions “ingest” and manage new digital media assets and interconnect older, departmental MAMs to promote 

content sharing and reuse. In this simplified DAM architecture, key metadata is managed and shared through the DAM asset 

manager and the DAM business rights manager.

Transcode
• Create low-resolution proxies
• Create browse-able sync and 

key frames

Delivery
• FTP servers • Automation
• Playout • Traffic

Destinations
• Local broadcast, cable • Web
• TV networks • DVD/VTR

DAM asset manager
• Manage metadata
• Index, search, preview
• Role-based browser

Digital asset management (DAM)

Edit
• Non-linear editing (NLE)
• Assemble and share playlists

Archive manager
• Control essence files on 

storage subsystems

DAM business rights manager
• Manage/query contracts, 

rights, rules
• Role-based browser access

Storage library (disc/tape)
• New content
• Legacy/departmental MAMs

Ingest monitor
• Create/record metadata

Media and metadata files 
from production units
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DAM traps and imperatives
With its experience on a variety of engagements, BearingPoint’s Media practice has uncovered a 

number of significant complexities in DAM technology and related implementation initiatives. 

However, there are a variety of strategies organizations can employ to avoid common pitfalls.

Don’t wait for “phase 2” to incorporate BRM. Gaining efficient control over physical content 

media is critical, but knowing how and when to apply these tools is just as important. Inte- 

grating and employing BRM technologies and processes with MAM helps businesses to:

• Know what can and cannot legally be done with a given piece of content

• Understand the financial impact of any proposed content usage

• Secure rights efficiently when appropriate

• Affect more efficient compensation

Maintain a business process focus to discover and refine business requirements. A clear 

and thorough definition of specified workflow requirements allows selection of appropriate 

technologies, which can then be easily integrated to support desired processes while 

remaining flexible.

Employ industry-leading technology to promote ongoing technical flexibility. BearingPoint 

recommends acquisition and integration of existing, commercially available technology 

solutions for DAM functionality. Though there will be continued evolution among these 

solutions, future DAM offerings are likely to be the result of industry consolidation rather 

than new development.4 

Many of these solutions dovetail neatly with the SOA strategy currently pursued by most 

large organizations, further enhancing their value and increasing ROI. 

Pay careful attention to standards. Of particular interest are rich media metadata standards, 

which are likely to evolve over the next two years. Integration standards play an important 

role as well, supporting the seamless interoperation of MAM, BRM and other components. 

Fortunately, commercially available components tend to be compliant with the Java 2 

Platform, Enterprise Edition (J2EE) or may be easily integrated via XML-based APIs.5  

Avoid further departmental MAM solutions—at least until DAM is in place. Requirements 

for production, storage, indexing, searching, repurposing, transcoding and delivery must  

be understood at a global level. If not, suboptimal choices for MAM solutions will almost 

certainly occur, limiting future flexibility and business agility. 

Obtaining agreement on requirements at the enterprise level can be difficult and time-

consuming, so it’s tempting to delay it. But added revenue, cost savings and other business 

benefits may also be delayed. Begin requirements-gathering efforts for the enterprise level 

early and, if possible, bring a strong process and mature requirements-gathering tools to 

the effort.

Understand media format requirements. What formats exist already? What will be required 

by emerging channels (and what’s likely for channels not yet imagined)? What’s the distribution 

of the various media formats now—and three years from now? All of these questions play 

into decisions as basic as choosing a baseline storage format. Pound away at these issues 

until they’re decided. 

4Ibid.

5Ibid.
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Before DAM After DAM Impact

Recording and  
post-production  
(video takes)

• Back up daily takes on tape

• Mark good takes on paper

• Digitize takes from tape

• Manually transcode good takes  
to low resolution

• Ingest and store digitized daily takes

• Mark good takes using metadata tags 

• Automatically record and transcode 
takes in multiple supported resolutions

• Reduces tape usage

• Reduces labor and cost

• Speeds post-production 

• Enhances collaboration 

• Delivers higher-quality finished product  
in less time, at lower cost

• Manually search tape library for 
additional footage

• Pass low-resolution tapes sequentially 
among artists for editing and special 
effects

• Manually link edited sequences  
to high-resolution content

• Rapidly search and retrieve  
additional footage from DAM

• Collaborate by sharing footage  
via central storage servers

• Automatically link edited content  
to high-resolution versions

• Mix audio by cutting and editing  
on tape

• With audio editor, retrieve audio  
from DAM

• Edit and check in final mix to DAM

• Require digitizing and transcoding  
for quality assurance (QA) and  
error correction 

• Complete QA on master file from  
DAM; correct errors through online 
collaboration

Broadcast • Physically transport tape to  
broadcast facilities

• Allow broadcast facilities to take  
final master file from central DAM

• Eliminates transit time, leaving editors 
more time to refine product before 
deadline

Archival • Label and store tape in storage shelf • Tag master file with final  
metadata describing digital assets  
and associated rights

• Promotes rapid and effective search, 
retrieval and repurposing

• Increases value of archived media assets

• Speeds identification, retrieval and 
repurposing of desired content

• Streamlined rights clearance eliminates 
manual processing, reduces risks

Retrieval and  
repurposing

• Manually search and retrieve tapes  
by shelf location, etc.

• Digitize selected content from tape 
archive, then manually initiate 
transcode sequences

• Manually check contracts and legal 
restrictions for rights

• Locate content rapidly via metadata 
search, preview low-resolution  
proxy online

• Employ automated, DAM-integrated 
transcoding engines; no digitization 
required 

• Use metadata on territories, durations, 
versions, etc., for automated rights 
clearance

DAM in media and entertainment: One success story
At one Latin American media and entertainment company, a DAM solution addressed the critical need to manage content libraries 

more efficiently, strategically and effectively, while standardizing and streamlining post-production and archiving processes (see 

chart below). After six months, the company expects to reduce labor costs by 29 percent and cut tape consumption by 63 percent.
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Establish one metadata model. A single metadata model to which all stakeholders agree  

is crucial to a successful DAM implementation. If content could possibly be reused in other 

productions—or in some other way repurposed or resold—it needs to be ingested into the 

DAM environment.

DAM environments deliver value as content is ingested. So it’s critical to get agreement that 

all content creators, suppliers and editors will generate a simple, baseline set of metadata. 

Leaving any important, or potentially important, content source out of the system because 

metadata agreement is difficult to get will dilute the value of the entire effort.

Establish governance. File formats, delivery channels and content types won’t freeze at any 

time, so an enterprise-level governance model for digital assets is critical. Gartner recom-

mends a strong governance process,6 and BearingPoint agrees. 

Obtain executive sponsorship. Active, visible and ongoing C-level involvement is even more 

critical for enterprise DAM initiatives than for other cross-functional efforts. In its DAM 

engagements, BearingPoint has consistently seen executive sponsorship among the most 

important of all success factors and cannot overstate its importance.

Achieving the highest, fastest DAM ROI 
DAM has already demonstrated the ability to deliver positive ROI quickly through a variety 

of methods—revenue first and foremost. By more quickly and efficiently bringing content to 

new formats and delivery channels such as IPTV, mobile devices, subscription and pay-per-view, 

organizations can create more revenue from new and existing content.

Also hastening payback on DAM investments are marked decreases in costs from two primary 

sources. The first is streamlined workflow and the second is the ability to reuse existing 

content, avoiding the time and expense of creating new content. These same factors can 

significantly compress time to market, further enhancing both revenue and profits. 

Because DAM can include automated financial calculations and rights clearances, organizations 

can adjust product and channel strategies to take advantage of revenue opportunities that 

might otherwise have been virtually invisible. This marked increase in the value of existing 

and new content assets alone can promote rapid, appreciable ROI for DAM initiatives.

Finally, DAM helps organizations enjoy greater returns on their investments in production 

applications, SOA infrastructure and enterprise applications. 

The potential for revenue enhancement, productivity improvement and rapid ROI makes DAM 

initiatives for media and other content-intensive organizations a viable and attractive solution.

About the author
Chris Rodriguez is a managing director in BearingPoint’s Communications and Media 

industry segment and is currently responsible for leading the Digital Content Management 

solutions practice. He has 14 years of experience consulting with senior executives in a 

number of industries. He focuses on process, organizational and technology solutions for 

clients, with specific emphasis on media asset and business rights management.

6Andrew Frank, Van L. Baker, Adam Daum, Mike McGuire, Allen Weiner, Patti Reali, Mark Gilbert, Sandi Shen, Carolina 
Milanesi, Venecia Liu, Lou Latham and Ray Wagner, Hype Cycle for Media Industry Publishing, Gartner, June 2007.
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Because DAM can include automated financial calculations  
and rights clearances, organizations can adjust product and 
channel strategies to take advantage of revenue opportunities 
that might otherwise have been virtually invisible.



Helping our clients get sustainable, measurable results
BearingPoint is a leading management and technology consulting company serving the 

Forbes Global 2000 and many of the world’s largest public services organizations. Our more 

than 17,000 passionate, experienced consultants help organizations around the world solve 

their most pressing challenges, day in and day out. Through our collaborative and flexible 

approach, we help our clients get practical, sustainable, measurable results, make the right 

strategic decisions and implement the right solutions. 

We are BearingPoint, management and technology consultants.

To learn more, contact us at 1 866 BRNGPNT (+1 508 216 2523 from outside the  

United States and Canada), or visit our Web site at www.bearingpoint.com.
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